Pregnancy-related pelvic girdle pain: understanding practice patterns and clinical decision making
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Abstract

**Purpose** This cross-sectional survey investigated how Ontario private practice physiotherapists (PTs) who participated in the study, make clinical decisions about pregnancy-related pelvic girdle pain (PPGP) and also evaluated differences between pelvic health and orthopaedic PTs in their knowledge of PPGP clinical practice guidelines (CPGs).

**Methods:** An electronic survey was developed and distributed to private practice PTs recruited via physiotherapy associations and organizations. It included questions about management strategies, best practices, and perspectives on CPGs.

**Results:** Seventy-eight individuals responded, 44 were included in the study (31 pelvic health, 13 orthopaedic). Pelvic health PTs had increased awareness regarding CPGs compared to orthopaedic PTs (74% vs. 38.5%, p<0.05), selected correct pain terminology (77% vs. 38%, p<0.05), and correctly found age as non-risk for PPGP (68% vs. 31%, p<0.05). This did not translate to clinical practice, as both groups selected management strategies incongruent with PPGP CPGs.

**Conclusion:** The findings demonstrate that awareness of PPGP CPGs does not transfer into clinical practice, as participants selected treatment strategies that were incongruent with the current PPGP CPGs.

Introduction

Pelvic girdle pain (PGP) denotes pain experienced through the lumbopelvic region that might radiate into the posterior aspect of the thigh [1]. Pregnancy-related pelvic girdle pain (PPGP) is a subcategory of PGP that differs in the etiology as it is related to pregnancy and associated physiological influences [1]. The prevalence of PGP and back pain has been reported to be as high as 50% [2], with the reported point prevalence of PPGP alone being 20% [1]. Approximately 20-25% of all pregnant women suffer from PPGP such that medical intervention is sought out [2].

Importantly, persistent PPGP in the postpartum period is estimated to occur in 7-25% of women, where 8-10% continue to have PPGP up to two years after delivery [3]. The etiology for PPGP is unclear yet understood to be multifactorial. The most cited contributors to PPGP to date are biomechanical and hormonal [1,4,5]. Recent evidence has shown no correlation between PPGP and pelvic floor muscle weakness [6], yet there is an association between PPGP and pelvic floor tenderness [7]. Of note, central pain mechanisms are emerging as important drivers of PPGP [3,5,8]. The psychosocial impacts of PPGP are well documented [5]. These issues are closely tied to physical limitations as these women find it difficult to work, sleep, and undertake normal activities [9]. Emotional distress, depression and anxiety, and stress, are considered strong prognostic indicators of ongoing disability in PPGP [5,10]. These psychological health indicators mark a three-fold risk of developing postpartum depression [11] and also demonstrate high correlations with disability and fear of movement [12], including avoidance of future pregnancies [13]. Interpersonal relationships have been found to suffer during the transition to the role of motherhood [14].

These outcomes can also have a socioeconomic impact, as persistent PPGP has a higher prevalence of sick leave and healthcare utilization [8]. As such, in light of emerging pain science psychosocial correlates of PPGP are likely bidirectional in nature. Risk factors associated with PPGP include parity, previous low back pain, work dissatisfaction, and a lack of belief in improvement [3,14]. Increased body mass index and weight gain during pregnancy have also been reported as risk factors [3,14], but these studies included participants with low back pain and PGP, making it difficult to attribute these risk factors to PPGP alone [1]. Studies involving participants with only PPGP did not show significant correlations between weight gain or increased body mass index [1]. Epidemiologic research has shown that women with PPGP are more likely to have a first degree relative with PPGP, but the role of genetics in PPGP is still unknown [15]. In the United Kingdom, it is common practice for physiotherapists to manage pregnant women with musculoskeletal pain [16]. In Sweden, it was reported that women with PPGP most commonly sought out community PTs after delivery, with a total of 24 visits [8], and these PTs can be both publicly or privately funded without the need for a physician’s referral [8,17]. The majority of women reported that physiotherapy had some effect on
their symptoms. It is unknown as to how frequently physicians refer women with PPGP to PTs in Ontario.

This study sought to examine how Ontario PTs working with pregnant women within a private practice setting make clinical decisions regarding PPGP. One objective was to assess the level of awareness and knowledge regarding PPGP Clinical Practice Guidelines (CPGs). A secondary objective was to determine if there were differences between clinical decision-making approaches between pelvic health and orthopaedic PTs. It was hypothesized that pelvic health PTs would practice in a manner more highly congruent with CPGs based on the specificity of their post-graduate training.

Methods
Participants
This study included Registered orthopaedic and pelvic health PTs employed in a private practice setting in Ontario. Pelvic health PTs were those rostered for “assessment and treatment of internal pelvic musculature” [18]. Orthopaedic PTs were those that self identified as such and had completed at least one of the orthopaedic course levels. Informed consent was obtained from all participants in the study (Appendix A). This study was approved by the ethics committee of the XXXX Research Ethics Board (Project 1625).

Survey Development
Creation of electronic survey
The survey was based on a previous study that examined this topic in the public sector. The tool was adapted for private practice and incorporated the 2008 European and 2012 Irish Guidelines and cross referenced the answers of the survey with the 2016 Clinton Guidelines and was developed using SurveyMonkey. It assessed knowledge of risk factors, objective assessment and treatment strategies for PPGP, and opinions of CPGs.

Pilot testing
The survey was sent December 2016 to a volunteer group of five Master educated private practice Ontario PTs (2 pelvic health and 3 orthopaedic PTs) to ensure its validity, readability, and clarity. The majority (60%) of this group had between 1-5 years of overall clinical experience, were rostered in spinal manipulation (50% pelvic health and 33% orthopaedic and/or for internal pelvic examination (100% pelvic health and 33% orthopaedic PTs) and all had completed at least one orthopaedic level. It was not indicated if any of these PT had survey development experience. These participants were prompted to report any wording or technical issues. The term “perinatal” was identified as an unfamiliar term and was removed from the survey. Incomplete submissions were considered withdrawals from the study.

Recruitment and data collection
Recruitment emails occurred through professional web-based platforms from January-May 2017 sent by the Ontario and Canadian Physiotherapy Associations (Women’s Health, Orthopaedic, and Private Practice) and Pelvic Health Solutions. The research team attempted to apply principles of the Dillman method for recruitment [19] but were not in control as to when the associations distributed the emails. Response rate could not be determined as PTs could hold multiple memberships to the divisions. The research team followed up with incomplete responses. All data were collected via SurveyMonkey and exported into an excel file on a password protected computer.

Data Analysis
Only complete submissions were analyzed on a separate Excel sheet. Participant’s names were changed to initials and all identifiers were removed. Multiple-choice answers were coded accordingly. Descriptive statistics and statistical analysis were completed. Due to the sample size, the Fisher’s exact method was used to assess significance between the two groups. Only topics that were addressed in congruence with current CPGs were statistically analyzed.

Results
Seventy-eight participants responded to the survey and 44 completed the survey. Refer to Figure 1 for a summary of all results inclusive of associated statistical analysis.

Knowledge of risk factors
A clinical vignette was used to assess knowledge related to PPGP risk factors. Fifty-five percent of participants correctly ranked the scenarios, with 55% of pelvic health and 54% of orthopaedic PTs ranking them correctly. When prompted about risk factors for PPGP, 89% of participants identified history of low back pain as a risk factor (90% of pelvic health and 85% of orthopaedic). Fifty-seven percent of PTs correctly identified age as not a risk factor, with a statistically significant difference (p=0.04) between pelvic health (68%) and orthopaedic PTs (31%). Use of contraceptives was not a risk factor and 84% of participants answered that correctly of which 84% were pelvic health and 85% were orthopaedic PTs. This difference was not statistically significant.
Knowledge of assessment strategies

To assess the sacroiliac joint, the majority of PTs chose assessment of the dorsal ligament (pelvic health 74%, orthopaedic 92%) and the Posterior Pelvic Pain Provocation Test (pelvic health 94% and orthopaedic 100%) and also chose the Patrick’s Faber test at a similar rate (87% and 85%). While 52% of pelvic health and 31% orthopaedic PTs chose to use Gaeslsen’s test. The majority of PTs chose the Active Straight Leg Raise (100% pelvic health and 92% of orthopaedic PTs) and Stork Test (pelvic health 61% and orthopaedic 92%) to assess pelvic girdle function. Forty-eight percent of pelvic health and 85% of orthopaedic PTs stated they would use the Standing ASIS Asymmetry Test. Ninety-four percent of pelvic health and 100% of orthopaedic PTs stated they would palpate the pubic symphysis for assessment. The Modified Trendelenburg’s Test was chosen by 26% of pelvic health and 31% of orthopaedic PTs. A similar rate of pelvic health and orthopaedic PTs selected Resisted Hip Abduction (65% and 69%) respectively.

Specific outcome measures were selected based on their prevalence in the literature. The Quebec Back Pain Disability Scale was rarely chosen by both groups (pelvic health 3% and orthopaedic PTs 0%) while 35% of pelvic health and 38% of orthopaedic PTs would use the Oswestry Low Back Pain Questionnaire. Sixteen percent of pelvic health and 23% of orthopaedic PTs selected the Disability Rating Index as an outcome measure. A similar rate of pelvic health and orthopaedic PTs (10% and 8%) stated using no outcome measures. The majority of clinicians (95%) did not believe any imaging techniques would assist with the diagnosis of pelvic girdle pain.

Knowledge of evidence-based treatment strategies

Only 11% of participants identified acupuncture as a possible treatment for PPGP and 39% chose manipulations and joint mobilizations. There was no statistically significant difference between pelvic health and orthopaedic PTs for either acupuncture or manipulations and joint mobilizations.

Knowledge of best practice guidelines

There was a statistically significant difference (p=0.04) in the familiarity of PPGP CPGs between pelvic health (74%) and orthopaedic PTs (38.5%). The majority of pelvic health (81%) and orthopaedic PTs (77%) correctly identified PPGP as an abnormal effect of pregnancy and 61% of pelvic health PTs correctly identified that PPGP differs from low back pain in its history; while 69% of orthopaedic PTs felt they were similar. The majority of PTs (pelvic health 81% and orthopaedic 62%) correctly disagreed with pubic symphysiogram injury as a cause of PPGP, while 80% of participants identified that PPGP is a complex disorder (81% of pelvic health and 77% orthopaedic PTs). In respect to the use of the terms stability and instability with PPGP, 77% of pelvic health and 38% of orthopaedic PTs correctly disagreed with the use of these teams.

There was no significant difference between groups for the following items: central pain mechanisms, SIJ provocation tests (Q31), and role of connective tissue. Most participants (93%) correctly identified that central pain mechanisms can be a feature of PPGP. Eighty-six percent of participants correctly agreed that >3 positive provocation tests indicates SIJ pain (90% pelvic health and 77% orthopaedic PTs). Seventy-seven percent of participants correctly identified the role connective tissue plays in PPGP.

Discussion

Current level of knowledge

Participants demonstrated to have moderate knowledge of management strategies of PPGP and limited awareness and utilization of CPGs in clinical practice. The lack of awareness of risk factors for PPGP, as demonstrated by the results for Q10, could be due to the common misconception of increased body mass index as a risk factor [1], as research tends to include participants with both low back pain and PPGP [3,14]. Studies assessing risk factors for PPGP alone have not found BMI to be a risk factor [1]. Mounting literature supports the notion that clinicians should avoid language that can perpetuate fear of movement when caring for individuals experiencing persistent pain [5]. In our study, a higher proportion of pelvic health PTs identified avoiding terms such as ‘instability’ and ‘stability’ (Q29) terms when describing PPGP. O’Sullivan and Beales (2007) proposed a biopsychosocial framework specific to PGP and highlighted the need to move away from the term stability [5]. These terms have been noted to potentially further amplify central pain mechanisms [5], contribute to pain persistence, lead to a decreased quality of life and increased healthcare utilization [5,8].
Use of clinical practice guidelines and evidence-based practice

Although the Essential Competency Profile for Canadian Physiotherapists indicates Scholarly Practitioner as one of (how many?) competencies (need reference), we found that only 1/3 of participants reported that their workplace encourages use of CPGs (Q34), and expect them to engage in evidence-based practice (EBP) [20]. Research suggests PTs use EBP more frequently than other health professionals, but PTs do not consistently implement it [21]. Scurlock-Evans et al. found only 69% of PTs reported they read relevant research, and only 26% of these PTs critically appraised it [21].

Our findings are corroborated by the literature highlighting the fact that participants’ lack of awareness of CPGs related to PPAP may affect clinical decision making and EBP [22]. As hypothesized, pelvic health PTs demonstrated greater level of awareness of these CPGs that was statistically significant. This may be due to the postgraduate training pelvic health PTs receive that may include CPGs education. However, this knowledge did not translate into their clinical decision making in this study. Lack of awareness and/or implementation of CPGs could lead to PTs providing treatment not consistent with CPGs [22]. Over half of the participants reported providing manipulations and joint mobilizations, even though evidence is low for the PPAP population and is recommended it be used for testing or only a few treatments. It is unknown if PTs are following this recommendation fully [3]. Acupuncture was least selected despite multiple CPGs reporting strong levels of evidence supporting it being effective for PPAP relief [1,3].

Generally, physiotherapists’ adherence to CPGs ranges from 68%-89% depending on the topic [23,24] and PTs use their colleagues as resources more consistently than research [21]. Bridging the gap between PTs’ attitudes towards EBP and its implementation leads to higher adherence rates to CPGs and more effective care with improved physical functioning scores [24]. Evidence has shown that PTs who participate in studies about a specific population/topic have higher levels of adherence to CPGs about that topic [23]. As such a potential outcome that might transpire from this study relates to participants’ lack of awareness of CPGs related to PPAP and potential lack of awareness and/or translation of current best practices may lead to the use of treatment that is not evidence based and thus not effective. Often decision makers in healthcare fail to consistently use research to inform their decisions [28,29]. This provides further incentive to promote continued postgraduate education and learning to translate knowledge into clinical practice.

Limitations

The completion rate was 71% however due to the inclusion criteria, only 55% of responses were included. The authors chose to restrict participation to Ontario PTs as the College of Physiotherapists of Ontario’s public registry indicated that there were 759 PTs rostered to perform internal examinations and 1613 orthopaedic PTs rostered for spinal manipulations thus this would be a sufficient pool of PTs for recruitment. The authors were able to ensure that no participants were from outside Ontario by asking for their postal codes upon initialising the survey. The Dillman method could not be fully followed due to Canadian Physiotherapy Association Division’s distribution email restrictions. The hypothesis could not be confirmed due to the small sample size and the uneven distribution of pelvic health and orthopaedic PTs. It was difficult to determine in the participants’ years of clinical practice, how many of these were in the area of PPAP as this could be factor in their knowledge base and use of CPGs in this area. It is also unknown if the two groups were significantly different, pelvic health PT range dramatically in education from the postgraduate courses to University certifications which increases the challenge to compare group as a whole.

Conclusion

There is a discrepancy between the current best practice recommendations related to and the clinical decisions made by Ontario PTs that participated in this study. Most PTs were not familiar with the guidelines, but even those who were, tended to use management strategies that were biomechanically focused and minimally congruent with current best practice. Importantly, both groups of participants (orthopaedic PTs and pelvic PTs) agreed that CPGs use is associated with enhanced patient care. As such, an opportunity exists to address this gap in knowledge translation in physiotherapy management of PPAP.

Future Considerations

Pain science is evolving such that many of the traditional therapeutic biomechanical approaches are being challenged and being addressed by a "much simpler, congruent with the cognitive, neuroscience approach and best evidenced based practice” [30,31]. Future PPAP CPGs will need to consider and incorporate this into their recommendations. Implementation of PPAP CPGs is quite a conundrum as it is dependent on clinicians being aware, and then they may need to change their practice. They may not if it supports the CPGs, but they will be basing their clinical treatment plan on sound evidence based practice. Making clinicians aware of the CPGs can occur in several ways including both at the entry-level physiotherapy programs and post-graduate physiotherapy courses level. The professional associations also have key role in disseminating the new evidence based information to their members.
A method that may assist with the PPGP CPGs becoming a part of clinical practice is to develop a toolkit that outlines the purpose of the CPGs, its stakeholders, how to implement it, how to overcome any barriers, and how to evaluate its implementation on an ongoing basis [30].
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